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FfMLtft LOSES AT T S C ;
tCRAP BOWE TO TWfemoR
October 11, lis 11. pm--Women's liberation took a loss last
night in Kendall Hall as SCRAP'-s Candidate,, Debbi Kotler, did
not place in the finals for Miss Trenton State, Last night's
contest began IjO minutes late because of the tremendous at
tendance of nearly 2,300 people, and only after appeals from
contest officials and SCRAP members were the aisles cleared
enough to pass fire regulations.
All the contestants were then introduced,, and Debbi stood
out in her tie-dyed gown, carrying herself jauntily in the
face of the solemn regulations imposed by the contest. For
her talent presentation, Debbi presented "Greasy Heart," a
hard view of woman's place in America, followed by a surprise
addition, a selection from "Volunteers," to which the crowd
responded, "Gotta have a revolution'." Debbi was introduced
in this competition by Miss Montclair State, Pat Merrick, who
read a section from "The Prophet," by Khalil Gibrans "You
give but little when you give of your possessions. It is
when you give of yourself that you truly give. For what are
your possessions but things you keep and guard for fear you
may need them tomorrow?"
In the final swimsu-it phase, the crowd called out bids
('300 rubles!") lor the contestants; Debbi apparently won that
bidding in her purple, saggy affair. The argyle socks she wanted to wear were disqualified In
the rehearsals, so that her legs, unshaven and suffering from her allergy to mosquito bites,
were exposed. At that, the escort to Miss New Jersey was overheard from the aisle to comment,
"She seems to be the only real person there." Miss New Jersey herself, though, expressed a dif
ferent view to Scrap Paper in the final phase of the contests "I've just met her backstage—
but I don't see what she proved. I think she enjoyed it and I think she learned from it." She
defended the local contest, claiming, "It's not just beauty. Talent—it's judged heavily—almost double. But 1 think she enjoyed it," she added.
Miss Bia ;k New Jersey thought a little more of Debbi's particpation: "Debbi was unique.
I'm glad she expressed herself. That's what we need—-more self expression. I'm so glad to see
that she had the guts to get up there and do it,"
One person observed that the great participation by the audience this year was almost exclu
sively due to Debbi's participation in the contest. One person, however, was not entirely happy
with the enthusiasm: Clayton Brower, As the crowd refused to
leave Kendall, Brower was heard pleading to anyone, "I don't
as hordes of Ewing Police pre
like it, I don't like it,
pared. Later, when the situation wag calmer, Brower claimed,
"they handled themselves beautifully, which is always hard with
such a large group of people." And the Master of Ceremonies
for the evening, Hugh Smith, when congratulated Qn his patience,
replied with a glazed stare and. replied, "it's very hard."
After the conclusion of the contest, Debbi received a tele
gram from SCRAP, which read: "To the most beautiful woman in
the world. All power to the people." Debbi, in spite of the
difficulties of the competition, was exuberant, and claimed at
least a minor victory for women's liberation at Trenton State.
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Full details of the contest, hopefully with some pictures,
will be printed i.n Thursday's edition, along with a conversation
about women's liberation with Miss New Jersey.
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BETTER DEAD THAN RED;
TOWARD NEW REPRESSION IN AMERICA
Part 7« The Growth of Discipline

The power of professors and administration to repress stu
dent assertiveness had strange and deep roots in Western educa
Q„ Can men help the Women 1 s
tional history. It takes us back to the middle ages, when al
Liberation movement?
most all ages of life were melded into a continuous line, even
A. Even though the position
in the schools.
As late as '1000 AD, the schools of the West were attach d
of men in the Women's Libera
to religious life, with the few subjects taught limited to
tion movement is an extremely
church use. In the 12th century, masters of subjects and schol
vulnerable one, men can help
ars broke from this cycle of limited learning to form "univer
the movement in several impor
sities," communities of young and old only differentiated by the
tant ways.
amount of knowledge each possessed.
First, men can realize how
This mi Wit not sound unusual, but consider; the way modern
women's role in today's society
is changing, and how women feel man apportions his life--business life, social life, recreation,
about themselves, and what con and so forth—was not yet conceived in the middle ages. Life
stitutes their present position was a continuum of activities, all closely interrelated; a
as the inferior sex. As an ob friend was not merely an acquaintance to serve a part of life,
ject lesson, men can also real but he was a brother, un camarade de coeur—a teacher, a room
mate, a drinking partner, even a co-beggar.
ize that women's "traditional"
These communities, universities, consisted of collegii,
job in the home, for which she
has seldom been rewarded mater each collegium a roomful of people and a master, where the stu
ially, is not an easy one. For dents learned, and often ate and slept. When the master could
teach a student no more, the colleagues moved on to another col
example, a man could try, at
lege, or traveled to another university. In such a realistic
least once, every task that a
situation, extraintellectual discipline was unnecessary, for it
woman has had to do. Better
was provided by the rigors of the life itself. That is; as a
yet, he could do the housework
for a week. This would give him child of ten or so, the student would be given over by his fath
some idea of how much stamina is er to the eldest in a band of itinerant students, usually a man
expended in tolerating the wash In his twenties. This "old hand," as he was called, represen
ing each night of the exact same ted the child's father in all aspects of life, and in return,
dishes that were washed that aft' the young student was offered protection from robbers and other
ernoon, that morning, the night dangers of existence for the traveling students. The younger
members of the band would beg, sing, steal and otherwise sup
before... He could experience
the rush that comes from pulling port the older ones, until they grew In strength and skill enough to break away and travel on their own or in separate
a full laundry cart (? pounds)
bands. They were united, however, by one common desire; edu
up two flights of steps.
Second, men could better un cation.
Many more factors made them unique in terms of today's sys
derstand that their role is
tem;
they payed their masters directly, and when the master
changing, too. Man's place
was incompetent (a rarity) or could teach the students no more
should be beside women, not
in the field, they left his collegium; though they lived at the
groveling beneath a pedestal,
or standing over them in a show university, their was literally no limit to their freedoms—
they were, in effect, adults in the eyes of the world, from the
of brute strength.
moment they could speak, walk and carry themselves without
Third, men could give their
help, usually around eight or ten years old. And their ability
time to educate others by word
to travel sometimes hundreds of miles from home on foot, indeand example. They could also
give money and help to groups whependent of restrictions other than life's own, was a learning
experience that created its own disciplines and of itself re
are working to rescind some of
the laws that were once consid cognized their human abilities.
(continued)
ered necessary but are now op
pressive and obsolete.
HOMECOMING IS ECOLOGICAL
preserved. Those parts which
DISASTER
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cannot decay, those specially
October 12, 1970. Published
Homecoming weekend's float- treated papers and plastics,
semi-weekly by the Student Com
remain preserved and serve to
mittee for Radical and Activist parade perpetrates ecological
upset the delicate balance of
upset on the Trenton State
Policies at Trenton State Col
the wooded area.
College campus, as dismantled
lege.
It has been suggested that
floats are dumped indiscrimin
SCRAP PAPER invites letters to
these
floats be dismantled and
ately into the natural cycle.
the editor and contributing
the
waste
be separated and sold,
The floats, which are dis
articles. Address all corres
or at least disposed of in a
played for a few moments dur
pondence to;
manner which would cause less
ing the day, are dismantled
SCRAP PAPER
and discarded every year behind environmental distress.
S.C.R.A.P.
the site of Twin Towers, where
Phelps Hall
some of the parts decay and
others (the majority) are left
by Linda Xitsz
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A ROVING REPORTER]
The question was: What do you
feel was.accomplished by Debbi
Kot'ler's participation i.n the
Miss TSG pageant?
Linda Bruno, candidate for Miss
TSC this years
"I don't know what effect it
will have on everyone, but if
this is the way she feels, she
should
have the opportunity
to fight for what she believes
in."
Mary Hammond, candidate for Miss
TSC this years
"She got a lot of publicity
...it's hard to say just what was
accomplished."
Janet Smith, Ms. of Ceremonies
of this year's pageant, and Miss
TSC this past years
"I got to know her, which was
one thing I wanted to do. It
was pleasant working with her."
Pat Merrick, Miss Montclair State
for the coming year, and co-Ms.
of Ceremonies?
"She showed that she could
make a point without going to
ridiculous extremes. I thought
about both sides of the pageant,
the good and the bad. She was
very cooperative."
Abbie Lothstein, WTSR reporter
covering the pageants
"Debbie showed that the basic,
accepted concepts of what the
American woman should be are
not necessarily relevant. To
day's woman should be most pre
dominantly intellectual, not
physical."
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ADVICE TO FROSH
a contributing article to Scrap Paper
by S„ B. L.
Welcome Freshmen] All 1100 of you'. All you beautiful people__every type and personality—the scholars and the ignor
ant, the experienced and the inexperienced, the leaders and
the parasites, the corrupt and the innocent....the Straight.
The future educators of AmerikaS TLOO breathless, expectant,
(unaware) frosh entering these strange, forboding institu
tions of TSC. What awaits you??? Education, naturally, happines s, „.romance...misery...maturity...iniquity,
en of Iniquity—panty raids, beer blasts, dope.
DOPE??? No] You innocent frosh say you will never be in
that kind of situation] But alas, poor naive children,
sometime during your long four-year term at TSC you will un
doubtedly be confronted with this "problem." And what will
you do about it???
Let's say you find yourself at this party and to your hor
ror you discover POT is being smoked! The jay is being
passed. Dare you take a hit?? What if you become "Addicted"?!
Now you are insulted. You know marijuana is not addictive.
But s till, you linger .„ .you've heard all those horrible
stories.about freaks...bum trips. Dare you risk it? What
will happen to your HEAD?] Dare you turn the key and enter
into the psychedelic world of pot and acid......electric
music...HIGHS„..ruSHEs.,.InsAnltY.....
Dare you enter the world of understanding...love...innerpeace. ..awakening.„.EUPHORIA.....
Dare you enter the world of revolution....pigs....busts....
paranoia....
Dare you defy tradition and society? Dare you face yourself
and see the inside of your mind? Dare you think on your own?
You don't need it! you say? You are happy enough, high
enough without drugs. Great! If you can turn-on naturally,
which CAN be done, all the better! But then, do you really
know how high is high?
You don't want to know! you say. These people are INSANE]
You don't want to waste your time groovin' to nature, or
probing the bepths of your mind, or any of those other mean
ingless and asinine things!!
You are still a little frightened, you say? Especially
about acid. To reassure the novices—remember? it is all
your state of mind. Don't fight the drug working on you—
flow with it! And have yourself a beautiful trip]
You love it! you say?
REMINDER

Doug Bestrain, performer in the
Stage Band for the pageant:
"I think it made people think
about it, but I don't think any
thing will be changed by it."

"If you go to the con
test, you won't miss Debbi. She'11 be the one
that looks like a person."
--Larry Kelly, writing
in the Trenton Times

The Committee asks that issues
of Scrap Paper and other publica
tions of SCRAP net be discarded
randomly on campus^ it has been
noted that cooperation is excel
lent in this respect so far, and
MORE CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED
SCRAP urges that students contin
(Classified ads accepted free—>
ue to pass along or return their
write to SCRAP c/o Phelps Hall or old issues of Scrap Paper, so that In case you're caught in
call 39^-9070, 396-01*55, or 883the waste problem Is not excessive one of those bombed buil
l*09l)
dings, wouldn't you like
The volume of paper used for
to know that your loved
Abandoned kitten] male (?) . CalL each issue of the paper has been
one's have been provided
888—1598 after 5 pm
cut in half with the new press,
for?
See the revolution
so in keeping with this we contin
ary
insurance
agent, Bill
Free fuzzy kitties? Call 1*93ue to encourage students I fol
Rogers,
in
the
Union be
5132. Keep trying.
low this pattern of conservation.
tween 8 and 9 am Monday
through Friday.
Free to loving
homes? kittens,
Call 883-1*091.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

HOUSING COMPLAINTS IN
TRENTON SHOW CLEAR EVIDENCE
OF RACISM

Dear Editor
As usual SCRAP has succeeded
in showing the stupidity of its
policies. The organization has
made a farce of the democratic
process in many ways, one of
which is particularly disgusting
to me as an American and a vet
eran.
It is this supposed "Free
University" idea, When I was
serving my country proudly in
Viet Nam against its Communist
aggressors, I had only one thing
to look forward to, and that was
that I could get the best educa
tion in the world back here in
the United States of America. Now
you people have the unmitigated
gall to devalue my degree. At
the rate you are going, with
your Communist-inspired ideas, you
will have the young people be
lieving that the education they
are paying good money for is ir
relevant, As an end result,
this country won't have the
properly-trained personnel to
fill the jobs that this economy
needs to maintain the highest
standard of "living in the world,
something that we all enjoy.
All power to the people who
work for a living'.

..„.October 12, 1970
A NOTE TO READERS AT
MERCER COUNTY COLLEGE

Undoubtedly, you have no
During the past month, three
ticed
that some of the copy
housing complaints have reached
you
have
been getting is
Scrap Paper from students, and
pretty
shitty.
This is be
at least two showed clear evi
cause
we
have
a
limited
dence of racism, and a third
supply
of
paper,
and the
showed discrimination Against
best copies ai
reserved
differences in dress,
for the Trenton State Col
x -st- X
lege Community.
In the late summer, two fe
We feel that t'h word
male students of the collegi
is probably mo
tant,
rented an apartment for the
and the copies you are
coming year. After they had
getting are a 1-- • st leg
rented it, the landlord ex
ible .
pressed clear relief to the stu
When we get the press
dents, claiming that he had been
working up to capacity,
trying to avoid renting to a
nearly all the c -ies
black woman "who was pestering 1 '
should look pretty good.
him for the apartment.
Our thanks for your in
Since these girls had Black
terest
in SCRAI .
friends who were welcome in
their home, they soon began
receiving complaints ostensibly
from the other tenants about
"noise" and "Weird parties."
Since there was no least,
—the pair was asked to leave,
with a week notice. They were
able to receive no help from
the city of Trenton, the ACLU
or the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
-——
x x -*
A second case came to light four girls moved into a
last week. Another female stu three-floor half of a house,
--A Concerned Student'
dent from the college rented an [living there with such an
(Name withheld on request)
.mount of space, the girls
apartment in the Trenton area.
Exactly in pattern with the fir have had some of their
"Unjust laws exist; stall we
situation, complaints began to [friends, again Black/white/
reach the tenant the moment sora male/ and female. Very soon
be content to obey them, or shall
of her Black friends visited tb [the landlord began com
we endeavor to amend them, and oplaining that there were
bey them until we have succeeded,
apartment.
extra people living there.
The landlady, who lived in
or shall we transgress them at
He said he would have
once? Men generally, under such
t h e building, even called her t
n
Inspector
over regularly
a government as this, think that
her apartment to give her "a ^
[bo
make
sure,
so that he
they ought to wait until they have
talking to" about the kind oi
ould
not
have
a violation
friends she had. When the girl,
persuaded the majority to alter
if
the
health
code
for not
them. They think that, if they
protested the landlady's racism
iroviding
heat
in
the
third
and insensitivity. a chain of
should resist, the remedy would
loor.
be
events, petty harrassments.
be worse than the evilo Bui it
He began making " re
gan. The most obvious was the
is the fault of the government it
pairs".
first on the first
self that the remedy isi worse than
fact that, she was denied a key
md
second
floors, and then
to her mailbox. Since she was
the evil. It makes it worse. Why
m
all
floors,
walking aexpecting important mail from t
is it not more apt to anticipate
jround
and
looking
at every
college, she left a note on the
and provide for reform? Why does
thing
as
late
as
one
o'clocl
it cry and resist before it is hurt? box for the mail to be left
k.n
the
morning.
They
began
elsewhere. The note, to date 3
Why does it not
encourage its
jr,o
lose
heat
and
water
withcitizens to be on the alert to pomtj has been removed, within an
tut
warning,
and
the
landhour, five times. As of yet, m
out its faults, and do better than
.ord and "inspectors" have
help from the ACLU has been
it would have them? Why does it
tegun to come in whenever
forthcoming, but it is in the
always crucify Christ, and excom
they
want. Assistance is
municate Copernicus and Luther, and
works„
[being
requested,,
•y'c
pronounce Washington and Franklin
*
x x
The last case reached Scrap
rebels?"
If
you
have a similar
—from "Civil Disobenience"
Paper this morning, and it airoblem,
please
pass along
by Henry David Thoreau
gain involved women renting an
.he
information
to Scrap
apartment in the Trenton area 0
5 aper.
In this particular case,
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